No More Dirty Ice!
No More Dirty Ice

TRYING to preserve foods the old-fashioned way, in the rapidly changing damp cold of the ice-cooled box, is not only mussy and wasteful and expensive—but it menaces health as well.

You may not have given this subject a thought; yet there is a simple, practical way to obtain a permanent release from your dependence upon the iceman, who tracks up your floors, and who sometimes causes you extra worry by not coming at all when you need him.

That way is ISKO Electric Refrigeration

of all kinds in perfect condition. This dry, constant cold prevents any article from taking the odor or taste of another. ISKO will make dainty ice cubes for your table use by freezing the same crystal-pure water that you drink.

ISKO is electrically operated, scientific refrigeration, automatically controlled to maintain a set degree of coldness. It means no more mussy drip pans—no more drains to clean—no more spoiled foods.

You launder by electricity; you sweep and dust by electricity; you cook by electricity—and now you can have an economical, ever-sure electric iceman—ISKO.

THE ISKO COMPANY
2525 Clybourn Avenue
Chicago, Ill.
Your Own Cold Storage Plant

ISKO! The home's tried-and-proven constant servant! It occupies an out-of-the-way nook, and is there night and day to keep perpetual cold in your refrigerator.

ISKO furnishes a dry, clean, sanitary cold (at around 45 degrees) that keeps foods of all kinds in perfect condition. This dry, constant cold prevents any article from taking the odor or taste of another. ISKO will make dainty ice cubes for your table use by freezing the same crystal-pure water that you drink.

ISKO is electrically operated, scientific refrigeration, automatically controlled to maintain a set degree of coldness. It means no more mussy drip pans—no more drains to clean—no more spoiled foods.

You launder by electricity; you sweep and dust by electricity; you cook by electricity—and now you can have an economical, ever-sure electric iceman—ISKO.

THE ISKO COMPANY
2525 Clybourn Avenue
Chicago, Ill.